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WELCOME!
…to Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter 25!
One year since I took over the editor’s chair for the SMG Newsletter, and I’m
pleased to be putting together the 25th issue as the group reaches its six year
milestone. As this is such a momentous occasion, and with the fact very much in
mind that most current members may not have been with us throughout that full
six year period, I am taking a rather reflective view in this issue and reprinting
some highlight articles from the first year of the Group’s existence. I have saved
all 24 back numbers to date and they do make fascinating reading. It’s also fair to
say that as the group has grown in size and ambition, the newsletter has increased
in size pretty dramatically; the first issue being just three pages long! But
nonetheless there are a few gems well worth revisiting in those early issues and I
hope you enjoy the trip down mammally lane! (See what I did just there?) I should
also pay tribute to my predecessors as editor- Malcolm Monie (now our Membership
Secretary), Issues 1-5; Charlotte Mullard, Issues 6-8; Stuart Edmunds (now our
Chair), Issues 9-13; and Holly Shingler, Issues 14-20.
We have some good thought-provoking articles in this huge anniversary issue; Tris
Pearce is back with his informed take on the misunderstood fox; Peta Marshall
writes a phenomenally detailed and richly illustrated overview of Trinidad’s
numerous bat species; there’s part two of John Mackintosh’s far-reaching article on
the UK’s mammal extinctions and introductions; another set of utterly breathtaking
hare photos by Andrew Fusek Peters plus his own moving poem with one of the
greatest final couplets ever, by anyone in nature poetry*; plus loads more
fascinating Yuletide reading. So pour yourself a glass of mulled wine or a hot coffee,
cut a thick slice of Christmas cake and lose yourself in the endless delights of our
own Shropshire mammal lore. When you next hear from me, spring will be acoming in, and there will be a whole new bunch of mammal things happening in
our fields, woods and hedgerows! Can’t wait!
On the subject of new things, please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you feel there
is something that you want your Newsletter to cover. Articles, photographs, event
reports, equipment, book, TV or talk reviews: all that kind of stuff is always very
warmly received but if you feel that there is something else that you would wish to
be included or aired then please do get in touch. I am always looking out for willing
new contributors, truly excellent though the existing ones are; I would just really
love to involve more people in creating the Newsletter so everyone gets a sense of
ownership! Just send me the ideas and I or another member of the Committee will
pull them into shape [Stu??] We won’t know what you want unless you tell us!
*That’s my personal opinion about Andy’s poetry and I don’t care who knows it,
but like everything else in the SWT Newsletter, the usual disclaimer applies- the
views & opinions expressed in the articles are those of the individual contributors
and not those of SMG as a whole, unless explicitly stated to that effect.
With very best wishes for the Winter Solstice, Christmas, Hogmanay, and the new
mammaling year!
Ric Morris
ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
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REMEMBER!
As the planning and data harvesting for the Shropshire Mammal
Atlas gathers pace, it has never been more important to send in
records to our County Mammal Recorder, Lorcán Adrain. He is
interested in all mammal records (not just those you may think of
as rare or unusual) within the Shropshire Council and the Telford
and Wrekin Unitary Authority areas.
Records from just outside the county boundary, such as the
edges of Powys, Herefordshire or Staffordshire and so on may
also be of interest if the tetrad overlaps into Shropshire.
Lorcán will be updating and submitting 2014 outstanding records
to the Shropshire Ecological Data Network over the Christmas
break, and this will also be the last chance to have them included
in the Mammal Society Atlas. If you have outstanding Shropshire
mammal records please contact Lorcán using the details at the
foot of each page of the Newsletter, before 25 December 2015. If
you see mammals elsewhere in the UK then please submit the
records to the local Mammal Groups or the Mammal Society at

atlas@themammalsociety.org

See pages 5 and 6 for mammal record news & views

Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammalgroup/
We’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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by Stuart Edmunds, SMG Chair

I always look forward to snow in winter; it provides some of the best conditions for tracking larger mammals
such as deer, foxes and polecats. This winter promised to make for even better tracking potential in Shropshire
as we now know that there will be pine marten prints to look out for in the snow too. Of course, that is if the
winter had been cold and snowy, not extremely wet and windy as it has been so far proven to be! The record
amount of rainfall in November and December was sure to have detrimental impacts on our wildlife and the number of
dead otters being reported on roads has certainly demonstrated the effects of flooded rivers. Within the space of a
week, 4 otters have been killed on roads just around Shrewsbury, as otters have ventured away from the fast flow of
the Severn in search of easier hunting grounds. Other mammals such as polecats, which make use of riparian
corridors for moving around, are also forced to take the risk of venturing away from water courses and often meet an
untimely end on our roads.
Some rather more positive news (just to keep those Christmas spirits up) has been the
sighting of a water vole on Prees Branch Canal near Whixall and the discovery of a new
dormouse site along Wenlock Edge. On 19th November, a dormouse nest box survey at
Hope Valley also had very positive results. The survey proved to be extremely popular, to
the point that that I had concerns there would probably be more surveyors on site than
there were
dormice. On the day itself, the small car
Just some of the dormouse enthusiasts who
attended the nestbox check. There were at least
park at Hope Valley had
another 4 people not pictured (including Stu &
Ric).
never seen so much
traffic!

I couldn’t possibly complete the last Notes from the Chair of 2015 without giving the pine martens a
brief mention. The pine martens continue to show up on camera traps around the area where we
first discovered them (thanks to Dave Pearce’s quick thinking back in July), but the wet weather has
hampered our efforts to obtain the DNA evidence we require to determine the origin of the pine
martens. Over 30 hair collection tubes have been deployed and 9 scat searches have taken place,
the most recent being on 13th December at a soaking wet Black Hill. Pine marten scats are quickly
weathered away during wet spells, so we are desperate for a few days of dry weather prior to the
next search in January. For now, the search for DNA continues.

Stuart with dormouse nest. Pic-Ric

Fortunately, we were rewarded with five
dormouse nests, one of the largest
numbers in the Hope boxes since the
scheme began. This was a 10%
occupancy rate: compared to a much
lower 3% nationally, so there was
consequently much interest from the
press and other conservation bodies to
find out why Shropshire dormice are bucking the national trend.

At time of writing, the
Shropshire Countryfile
episode broadcast on
Sunday 29/11/2015 is
still on iPlayer. The
pine marten bit starts at
13:40 elapsed.

Had I been told 12 months ago that in 2015 I would be writing about the discovery of Shropshire
pine martens for our newsletter, I would have assumed that I had been dreaming. We had
another county first too: the Wrekin forest red deer, [See pages 5 & 6- Ric] so 2015 will truly be a
year to remember in the minds of
local mammologists.
Not to keep banging on about Countryfile, but here are some exclusive CF facts:
Hopefully we will see many of you at
our AGM on January 16th 2016, from
10.30am at Preston Montford FSC.
There will be 30 minutes for business
matters, followed by 3 short talks
from committee members on bones,
records and of course, pine martens.
Merry Christmas!

1. Ellie Harrison hides her microphone in those big scarfs she wears.
2. They have special Countryfile logoed black umbrellas for wet weather; and it was very
wet on that shoot. I spent most of the morning holding the umbrella over Steve the sound
recorder’s equipment, because if the rain got in, you’d have no sound, and without sound,
of course Stu and Ellie would be forced to walk very quickly around the woods in baggy
trousers and bowler hats, twirling their walking canes and twitching moustaches. Because
that’s what you’re supposed to do in silent films, I believe.
3. When Stu and Ellie review the camera footage at the end of the report, that’s my SWT
calling card stuck over the Apple logo on her Macbook- to prevent an embarrassing
product placement incident. (She kept the card, but hasn’t been in touch since ). Ric
Stuart Edmunds

Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammalgroup/
We’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Shropshire Mammal Group- the first year! 2009-2010
SMG Newsletter number 1 was published in December 2009, and for this retrospective I have taken the best of
five issues rather than four. The idea here is that if I ever continue with these nostalgic reviews, I can then consider each
calendar year, spring through to winter. Malcolm Monie was the Newsletter editor for these five issues and during his tenure
we saw an increase in page numbers from just three in SMGN1 to eight by SMGN5! Naturally Malcolm’s interest in water
voles provided the focus for several of the articles and reports over these issues, but there was plenty of variety- pieces on
deer, dormice, otters* and bats all made an appearance. (*Stu’s otter article was just too long to reproduce here!)
Mammal Group goes Underground!
From SMGN1
From SMGN2
Whitchurch Community Water Vole Project 2009
Less than a year from their first meeting, members
an update
of the group have headed underground. This was
The group has continued to be active in a variety of ways.
not a political move but an exciting expedition to
The area covered by survey work has been extended to the
see some bats in their winter roost. Fifteen
southwest, another capacity training day was held at
members, led by Mike Worsfold, John Morgan
Tilstock,. In addition, members of the group led part of the
and Eileen Bowen who are also active members of
Mammal Groups’ first field event at the Lawns in August.
the Shropshire Bat Group, headed for the mines at
In addition, habitat management has been carried out at
Swan Hill last Sunday morning 14th March [2010].
Greenfield’s Nature Reserve on the outskirts of
Whitchurch.
The main survey work in 2009 took us further down the
Whixall main drain towards its confluence with the River
Roden near Wolverley. The first section just beyond the
Lawns where the Mammal Group held its hares and water
voles event was well populated but further along the
habitat became less suitable. However some signs were
found on or adjoining the Roden. Some favourable habitat
was found upstream just south of Colemere but no signs of
any water voles. There have been reports of mink in the
area although more recently otter have been seen.
A workshop was run for members of the public as part of
Before descending into the mine, we had to climb
Natural England’s programme of events relating to Fenn’s
a steep and narrow path to the entrance. Once we
Whixall and Bettisfield Mosses. This showed up some
had squeezed through the small opening in the
good populations just over the border in Wales near
grill we were in the dark, our eyes taking a few
Bettisfield. Survey work by colleagues in Cheshire has
minutes to adapt to the relatively weak light of our
Going underground
shown there is suitable habitat north of Whitchurch that it
head-torches. A couple of lesser horsehoe bats
is not currently occupied by water voles.
were soon spotted but this was no time to get left
behind. We descended the first ledge with the help
Malcolm Monie
of a rope. There was an easy-looking tunnel
straight ahead but Mike was to lead us down a
steep slope in the floor and on our hands and
knees into the lower levels. Very soon we were
shown quite a large group still in their winter
roost. We didn’t go directly past them. Great care
has to be taken not to disturb roosting bats. They
are sensitive to noise, bright lights and being
breathed upon. Whispering is actually worse than
normal voice due to the higher frequencies it
Only licenced bat photographers may take pictures of roosting bats so sorry, no
produces.
underground pictures. The mine dating from the early 1800s is full of tunnels
Continued
and sideworkings but no one is sure whether anything valuable was extracted.
Quite possibly it was run as a financial scam. However the bats are grateful.
Keeping close together, we explored a fairly torturous route which involved
From SMGN3
frequent testing of our hard hats and a scramble up and then down a pretty
Water and Field Vole Training Day
steep slope before emerging back into daylight which was strangely brighter
Shropshire Mammal Group members Jay Mitchell and
than before. A quick bit to eat and then a brief visit to another mine nearby.
Anna Davies (9th and 11th from left) were amongst a dozen
This time, the highlight was the sighting a greater horsehoe hanging from the
participants in a water and field vole field signs and survey
roof of one of the tunnels.
training day held on Saturday 12th June [2010] as part of
This was a much larger animal than anything else we saw. We took a brief
the Field Studies Council’s Biodiversity Training Project.
distant look and continued via a different route so as not to disturb it. As well
The group is pictured at Whitwater Fishery in Whitchurch
as both species of horsehoe bat, several Daubenton’s and a whiskered bat were
which was visited to look for field signs after a theory
seen. Finally, several of us visited the Hoffman Kiln back in Llanymynech.
session at Tilstock Village Hall. The training was provided
This fascinating piece of restored industrial archeology is also used by bats
by members of the Whitchurch Community Water Vole
although we didn’t actually see any this time. Our thanks to Mike for
Project including Mammal Group members Malcolm and
organising such a memorable visit and to John and Eileen for accompanying us.
Anne Monie, assisted by Albert Griffiths, Kate Long and
They were right about one thing: you will get dirty!
Rosie Rees.
From SMGN1

Malcolm Monie
Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammalgroup/
We’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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From SMGN4

From SMGN4

A Record Day

Eight members of Shropshire Mammal Group explored the
Weir Coppice and Hook-a-Gate area, including parts of the
Rea Brook, looking for mammal signs [on 10 July 2010].
Evidence of otter, badger, field vole, rabbit, mole, squirrel and
possibly stoat were found before adjourning to The New Inn
for some hard-earned liquid refreshment on what had been a
very interesting but rather hot afternoon. The evidence was all
recorded and has been sent to John Mackintosh, our County
Mammal Recorder.
Many thanks to Clive Dean for organising the expedition.
Earlier in the day, committee members had manned a stand at
the BTO garden birdwatch conference held at Shropshire
Wildlife Trust.

If any members
would like back
numbers of the old
Newsletters,
please contact Ric
via the SMG
Facebook page or
send an email.

Shropshire mammal group dormouse day
31 July 2010
As anyone will know who works with dormice, or any wildlife for that matter, a spectator sport it sometimes
is not. And as a Forestry Commission wildlife ranger I have organised events such as this many times
before, sometimes with dire results. So it was with some trepidation that I made my way to Brooks Coppice
woodland near Minsterley, in late July. I need not have worried, as it turned out we found more dormice
than people.
Unfortunately only three members made it along, but for me this was not a bad thing, dormice do prefer to
live in some of our densest woodland. I have 50 boxes in this wood and it wasn’t long before I was able to
point out the difference between dormouse and wood mouse nests. It took until box 9 to find our first
dormouse, a female, which rather fortunately was also torpid. Dormice always produce the 'aaahh' factor
and even more so when extracted from their nest fast asleep. Sex identified and photos taken we moved on.
At box 13 we found a male and female both very awake, read into that what you will? Then joy upon joy, at
box 26 we found a female with 4 young, still pink with no fur these were only 1 or 2 days old. We did find
some more unoccupied nests and then at box 45 we found a beautiful little pygmy shrew at home. A perfect
end to a near perfect day. And looking at the faces of those present I feel confident that they would agree?
Alan Reid; Wildlife Ranger, Forestry Commission.

Thanks again to all
contributors to those
early issues- Ric

Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammalgroup/
We’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
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by Lorcán Adrain
Shropshire’s Mammal Recorder

Shropshire has records for four types of deer, of which the two older records for Chinese water deer arguably
look suspicious now. From our total of 8,142 records as of November 2015, we have 179 deer records, which is
2.2% of the total.

Roe deer Capreolus
capreolus (Stock photo)

Reeves’s or Chinese muntjac,
Muntiacus reevesi (Stock photo)

With the increased availability of camera traps, these make
excellent tools in recording deer. Deer mainly move at night, so
well positioned cameras are a good method of recording. Look
out for runs, scrapes and frayed branches. Also look for prints
(slots) in mud from their cloven hooves, but they can be
confused with those of sheep and goats.
Droppings can also be found, take a note of size as this can identify
the type of deer.
Fallow Deer: medium size droppings: 1-1.5 centimetres x 0.8-1.2
centimetres (½ inch x 1/3 inch); oval shape; black changing to brown.
Roe Deer: small droppings: 1-1.4 centimetres x 0.7-1 centimetres (½
inch x ¼ inch); shiny, nearly black and glossy when fresh; cylindrical
pellets often pointed at one end, the other end rounded.

Distribution of deer in Shropshire
at the tetrad level (2 kilometre)

Chinese water deer
Fallow deer
Reeves' Muntjac
Roe deer

Next page- a
chilling confession
explaining exactly
why we have no
red deer records
in Shropshire. Be
warned. Emotional
reading.

Fallow deer Dama dama
(Stock photo)

Roe droppings (Stock photo)

Chinese water deer
Hydropotes inermis
(Stock photo)

Six species of deer live freely in the British countryside. Only red deer and roe deer are truly indigenous. Fallow deer
were almost certainly introduced by the Normans while three Asiatic species, Reeves’ muntjac, Chinese water deer and
sika deer arrived in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. From the chart below, you can see that most of our records
have come from sightings in the past 6 years [since the formation of Shropshire Mammal Group! – Ric] with fallow deer
being the most recorded.
1950 1970 1988 1989 1995 1998 1999 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Grand Total
Chinese water deer
1
1
2
Fallow deer
1
1
1
2
7
2
1
1 10 22 20
8
8 12 14
110
Reeves' Muntjac
1
1
2
2
2
2
7
8
9
34
Roe deer
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
5
6
8
4
33
Grand Total
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
8
5
1
2
3 10 25 25 13 21 28 27
179

Lorcán Adrain

Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammalgroup/
We’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
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“He’s not sent in his mammal records…
...he’s a very naughty boy!”
by Anonymous, of a Mammal Group near you.
Finger of shame

These moving words are a transcript of an audio recording of a tearful testimony given in person at the recent
Shropshire Mammal Group Committee meeting earlier this month. The person has requested anonymity but he is a high profile
SMG member who many of you may also know from Shropshire Wildlife Trust. We are happy to make clear that Shropshire
Wildlife Trust has no knowledge of this person’s negligence but the SMG Committee has nonetheless protected his identity in
case of reprisals. Please therefore exercise restraint in the event that you see him on your travels and refrain from engaging in
personally abusive behavior towards him. He has done a very courageous thing in making this confession and sincerely hopes
his frankness will be a warning to you all. Ric Morris, Editor.
“Ladies and gentlemen, Committee members, ordinary members, friends, Facebook followers and Twitterati of the Shropshire
Mammal Group, I am hereby outing myself as a fraud. A deeply shameful fraud. Why? Because having held a high profile role
in the Shropshire Mammal Group Committee for over a year, I am now confessing my sins and paraphrasing Brian’s Mum. I
am indeed a very naughty boy because I have not sent in my mammal records for AAAAGES. Like… years. Years and years. I
might as well say it. And what has prompted this? Well, Lorcán Adrain’s informative article on
deer records - which… err… Ric the Newsletter Editor kindly let me read before publication… in
particular the revelation that we only have four species recorded within Shropshire. Now Lorcán
is quite correct, because despite the published article about the famous red deer Geoff the
Wrekin Warrior in SMG Newsletter 24, the sad news is that Geoff was not officially recorded as
a red deer in Shropshire because no one actually formally sent in the record of Geoff’s exact
location to Lorcán. I’m the ed- I mean- Ric’s the editor, when the article was published, he
should have checked the grid reference with the guy who reported it, and sent it in. And so
we do not officially have red deer in Shropshire. What a sad loss to our fauna.
“Now I further confess that I am equally culpable of a similar omission, and this is a single
example of the importance of a lost or un-submitted record, because on 7 December 2014,
which is over a year ago now, I was out and about with our beloved SMG chairman Stuart
Edmunds, Mr Joe Penfold and Ms Claire Angel of the Shropshire Mammal Group / Stiperstones
and Corndon Hill Partnership…-oh yeah, and that nice chap Ric, our newsletter editor …nearly,
er… forgot about him, um… think I almost gave away a clue there but hope I got away with
it… in Shropshire’s Hope Valley on a dormouse nestbox check. And it came to pass that we
wandered out of the dormouse wood and crossed the A488 road, climbing the crash barrier
and scrambling down a steep slope towards the stream. And it further so happened that
during this scramble a large bone was scuffed out of the leaf litter by one of us, and I –
Damn him- that naughty non-recording
er, I mean Ric, who, I understand, knows a bit about bones, identified it as a likely red
culprit who failed to send in the red
deer metatarsal… or something like that (I, er, I don’t know much about bones actually).
deer mammal record from that bone
He- umm… said he would check it out on t’internet and, er, let me know on Facebook so
that was found… umm… by Ric.
I could, um, send the record to Lorcán. [Sobbing] And I hereby confess that although the
Pic- Joe Penfold
news was all over Facebook that it was a red deer bone- couldn’t be anything else,
apparently- I did not have the common decency to inform our long suffering mammal
recorder. I suppose I thought he would find out by process of osmosis or something. Well I was wrong. Because of me,
Shropshire has no records of red deer. Fellow members of the Shropshire Mammal Group, forgive me for I am repeatedly guilty
of similar crimes in respect of voles, moles, rats, bats, stoats and goats [Goats??- Ed]. And squirrels. Especially squirrels,
because they are everywhere aren’t they, so somebody MUST be recording them? But I’m not. They are all in my head, I can
remember most of them, well, all of them, every squirrel I’ve seen for 20 years, but I just haven’t written any down properly,
and sent them in… [further sobbing] Who knows what else we have missed over those years?! And we are about to compile a
mammal atlas too, so I know it is quite important. I have put- I mean I’ve asked Ric to put a little reminder panel on the front
of this Newsletter in that funny typeface so that all members may see it and send records, not to follow my example of failure.
I am so sorry. May Lorcán and all the poor little fluffy mammals find it in their hearts to forgive me. I didn’t mean to ignore
them.”
[At this point our colleague became nearly incoherent with grief and had to be consoled with a curry and a pint of Kingfisher
lager.]
I hereby certify this is a true transcript of a covert audio recording made without legal authority by a person
known to me but whose identity I am not at liberty to disclose.
Signed:……………..R J Morris (Editor)……….
Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammalgroup/
We’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Native mammals, extinctions, introductions and re-introductions
by John Mackintosh

The second part of this potted history of British mammals describes a short period of time in which there were
both industrial and agricultural revolutions so inevitably it was a time of rapid change. Change in the nature of
the countryside, in the number of alien species imported deliberately or accidentally, in public attitudes to
conservation and animal welfare, in documentation of the numbers and distribution of mammals and in the ability of
humans to kill.
It was, of course, mostly the speed of change that altered. Enclosure of open land, for example, had been happening
for some time, but the parliamentary enclosures acts of the 19 th Century took this to a new level. Not only were the
agricultural open fields affected but also vast areas of heath and downland were ‘improved’ and wetlands drained. This
increased the area producing food but was undoubtedly severely destructive to the range and quantity of England’s
wildlife.

The trickle of introductions described in Part 1 now became a positive flood which itself occurred in three rather different
phases. The first was predominately in the in the 19 th century when rich landowners who controlled a big percentage of
the British countryside, chose to ‘enhance’ their estates with foreign mammals. As a fashionable activity it fulfilled the
criteria for successful introductions admirably with multiple imports spread across the Country and
repeated introductions from the inevitable escapes and the determined efforts of some landowners to
spread their imports into the surroundings. There were failures, but six species became established.
Grey squirrels were first followed by sika deer, muntjac, Chinese water deer and edible dormice.
Fashion also influenced the second phase as in the first half of the 20th century, fur wearing was popular
and the source of most fur was farmed musk rat, coypu or mink. Such farms could be established on a relatively small
scale and appealed to soldiers returning from the first world war. For a variety of reasons such as poor security, disposal
of stock when businesses failed and in later years, release by animal rights activists all these species got out and
flourished.

Grey squirrel Sciurus carolinensis.
Pic- Tim Preston

Introductions
Introduced animals or for that matter animals expanding their natural range face several formidable challenges and most
introductions or attempts at colonisation fail. Inevitably numbers initially are small so chance events can easily wipe out
the infant population, finding a mate can be difficult and if breeding is achieved the genetic diversity of the group is low
which is usually a disadvantage. Factors like these and the need to adapt to new conditions often lead, even in what
eventually become ‘plague’ species, to an initial period when the newcomer does not seem to be prospering and so is
not seen as a threat. To be successful introductions therefore need to be done repeatedly and on a variety of sites.

The third phase is still happening. Many people have become interested in keeping exotic pets. Unfortunately their
homes are not always secure and pets that have fallen out of favour are not infrequently deliberately released. The
Handbook of British Mammals lists 65 species of mammal that were recorded ‘out of captivity’ between January 1970
and May 2006. The sources presumably include zoos, menageries and shops as well as domestic pets and involved 293
incidents and 943 individual animals. The total sounds large, but is certainly a substantial underestimate as many losses
will not have been reported.
Most escapes were very short lived, but some species persist and of these some breed and some do not. If
they achieve a colony of more than 100 individuals lasting longer than 10 years they qualify for the main
text and so become ‘British mammals’. These last include the well-known Peak District red-necked wallabies
which are now rather sadly extinct, golden hamsters and Mongolian gerbils.
Hamster at large in the Long household.

Pic- Kate Long
Impacts and Control
Most of the earlier introductions have settled quite comfortably into our ecology and it would
be difficult to regard brown hares and fallow deer as anything but honorary natives, but the story of the later ones is
less cosy. Nearly all of them have had or are having serious impacts. It is not for nothing that the 2005 UN Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment said ‘Invasive non-native species are recognised as one of the major causes of global biodiversity
loss…’

Sika brought into at least 40 estates in England and Scotland are attractive deer that are thriving. The difficulty of
containing them is illustrated by the fact that a group introduced to Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour had swum to the
mainland by next morning. They have multiplied and can be seen in large herds in many of the South Dorset heathlands
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and by overgrazing are damaging some very important and fragile habitats. Because of this numbers are being reduced
with the aim of producing a smaller stable population.
Muntjac, repeatedly released from Woburn, have spread to much of England and are continuing through Wales. They
are supreme browsers and have been reported to cause severe problems in gardens, nature reserves and ancient
woodland.
North American mink have been an important factor in water vole
decline and badly damaged colonies of ground nesting birds in the
Outer Isles before being controlled.

Muskrat in Britain were very much a Shropshire story. In 1930
some escaped from a fur farm at Shrawardine and setup home on
the River Severn. Within a short time the colony occupied 30
kilometres of the river bank which in places was being undermined
by their activity and the spread was clearly continuing as some individuals were being found as far away as
Welshpool and Bewdley. Other smaller colonies had appeared in England and a substantial one in Scotland. The keeper
of Mammals at the British Museum was aware of the situation and knew that extensive and very expensive damage was
being caused on the Continent following earlier importations. He persuaded the Government, astonishingly quickly, to
institute an eradication programme that was effective and within four years they were extinct. Of the 4382 Muskrats
trapped nationally 2720 were local.
Coypu became established at much the same time, mostly in East Anglia, but there was more
complacency about them as advice from the Continent suggested that they would not survive
cold winters. Severe winters did cause high mortality, but the colonies survived and by the 50’s
they were recognised as an agricultural pest. Control began, but it was 1987 before the last were
removed from their stronghold in the Norfolk Broads.

Road casualty coypu
Myocastor coypus, France
Pic Ric

American mink, Neovison vison
Pic- Andrew Fusek Peters

One interesting difference between the two control programmes was that the muskrat was dealt
with quickly and efficiently, but with considerable collateral damage. In Scotland, the by-catch in England was not
recorded, more than four water voles and a similar number of moorhens were killed for each muskrat taken. Coypu
were caught over a long period but live traps were used and non target species released.
The other main escapee the American mink has not been the subject of a
national eradication programme. This was partly because the spread
came after a long quiescent period when it did not seem to present
700
a problem, but also because its principal damage was done to native
wildlife, water voles, ducks and waders, with little immediate
economic impact.
Extinctions
Extinction by ‘Vermin‘ Control
A result of the privatisation of the land by enclosure and the
development of estates was that most wildlife was regarded as the
property of a landowner, either as game to be hunted for food or socalled sport, or to be killed as a threat to those species that were
hunted. The number of gamekeepers soared and as this coincided
with a rapid increase in firepower as guns changed from
cumbersome muzzle loaders to cartridge using shotguns and rifles
the impact on carnivores was dramatic.
A taste of numbers involved is shown in the chart, which is based on
Roger Lovegrove’s data from four Norfolk estates for a variety of time
periods. The small mustelids were continuously attacked, particularly
stoats; one estate killing nearly two a day for 26 years.

Number Killed per Year

weasel

stoat

hedgehog

525

350

175

0
E 1903-1919

S 1938-1950

H 1967-1973

More puzzling is the continued persecution of hedgehogs right up to the 1970s. They may eat some game bird eggs but
it is difficult to imagine much impact on the populations.
Two notable species are of course missing because they had already been exterminated in England.
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Pine martens disappeared from most of England by the beginning of the 20 th century. Forrest in 1899 said that the last
Shropshire report had been some 37 years earlier. They survived in Scotland and in Wales and may have continued in
some isolated English locations although the genetic diversity of those recovered suggest that surreptitious introduction
has played a large part in their apparent persistence.
Polecats followed a similar path with a relict Welsh population that, in this case, probably extended into the Marches, but
with a spontaneous recovery beginning in the 1950s leading to good numbers in much of central England. Threats still
exist particularly from road deaths and rodenticides and accurate figures are difficult to achieve because of confusion
with ferrets.

www.wildcathaven.com

Extinction by Hybridisation
Extinction by hybridisation, the ruddy duck problem, affects two British
mammals. The Scottish wildcat has been interbreeding with domestic cats for
a considerable time and there may be few genetically pure individuals left.
Feral cats, the principal offenders, are being neutered in some areas in an
attempt to protect any that may remain.
The sika deer (Cervus nippon) is a close relative of our native red deer (Cervus
elaphus) and freely interbreeds with them, which could be another blow to
Scotland with the elimination of the ‘Monarch of the Glen’.
This type of extinction may not actually reduce the total number of individuals, but can lead to the disappearance of one
of the species.
Extinction by Competition
The current catastrophic decline in red squirrels is largely driven by competition from the introduced greys although the
effect on the reds would have been less without the differential susceptibility of the two species to squirrel pox virus.
There are grey supporters who deny this, but the reds disappeared from areas after the greys arrived and not before
and have prospered in places such as Anglesey, when greys have been removed.
Reintroductions
One of the outcomes of changes in public attitudes, with a greater but by no means universal acceptance of the value of
conservation, is that it has become possible to consider replacing some of the species that have been deleted from our
mammal fauna or to increase the range of those that are threatened. Four species in the threatened category, hazel
dormouse, red squirrel, water vole and harvest mouse have all been the subject of a number of reintroduction
programmes with varying degrees of success and three species that have been extinct at least over much of the country,
wild boar, European beaver and pine marten are now in the process of re-establishment.
The challenges facing all reintroductions are considerable as all programmes should at least meet these conditions;
•
The habitat in the release area must be big enough, capable of sustaining the newcomers in terms of adequate
and continuing food supply, provide cover and nesting opportunities and offer protection from disturbance.
•
Potential predators or competitors should only be present in relatively low numbers.
•
The group released also needs to be big enough, healthy, have the maximum genetic diversity available and
ideally be similar to the original inhabitants.
•
Monitoring and support should be in place long enough for the outcome of the release to be clear.
The Scottish Beaver Trial is perhaps the exemplar in ticking these boxes, but it did have a budget in the order of £2m
and even it seems to have ended rather too soon. The report commissioned by Natural England on the dormouse
reintroduction programme on the other hand suggested many improvements that could be made. This may be true, but
it is important to remember that many of the projects reviewed were pioneering and helped to define what should be
done. In addition some of the information that now needs to be considered has only just appeared. It now seems, for
example, that the English dormouse population is subdivided into several genetically distinct sub-populations, which
means extra care is needed in selecting replacement stock. It could also imply that dormice do not move about much, a
conclusion backed up by the observed slow spread of new colonies.
The relative importance of the various factors varies from one species to another. Hazel dormouse and harvest mouse
are probably mainly victims of habitat degradation and because this is a widespread phenomenon it presents extra
difficulties for reintroduction.
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Red squirrels and water voles have undoubtedly also been influenced by habitat loss but the prime factors in the extinction
risk are, respectively, a competitor the grey squirrel and a predator; the American mink.
The wild boar’s reappearance is unplanned as it has either been DIY by escapes from farms or illegal releases. There is
therefore some doubt if they are pure bred wild boar, but the habit seems to support them well as the Forest of Dean
population is estimated at more than 1000 even with control measures in place.
Pine martens are currently being released by the VWT and as their main threat was persecution hopefully they will thrive.
It could be argued that the use of Scottish animals might break one of the criteria, but it may be a tacit admission that
pine martens were indeed extinct in England and even in Wales.
Two other species, European lynx and grey wolf, have been suggested as candidates for reintroduction and it is perhaps
ironical that although they might be the most ecologically beneficial mammals to bring back they would certainly meet
the most opposition. It may well be that we do not have enough space except in Scotland, but control of deer populations
would save human lives by reducing road traffic accidents and Lyme disease and if wolves could exist in the confined
space of the Forest of Dean the wild boar might be limited without intervention.
Conclusion.
Starting this history from the conventional point of the end of the last glaciation means that there has never been a time
when the fate of our mammals has not been influenced by human interaction, there has never been a time when the
country was completely wild. In some ways, over time, there have been improvements. It is less common now to
believe animals have been put there just for us to exploit and more common to believe that cruelty to animals is a bad
thing. In other ways things have got worse. Our population growth and energy use are putting a strain on the world
and leaving very little space for other species. Some attitudes too have persisted from the past. Many still see it as
acceptable to kill animals for sport and many more do not fully appreciate that we are just another species and that we
are just as connected as all the others to the fate of our ecosystem. Human attitudes are important here because they
help determine the value put on conservation, on the acceptance of control measures and the desirability of reintroductions.
Asking the question ‘what should we do?’ is an invitation for dispute, but the story of the last 10,000 years does provide
some pointers. Both introductions and extinctions have tended to produce disruption and so it is reasonable that they
should be minimised. The control measures this implies either by limiting existing populations or by exterminating recent
introductions is necessarily more controversial. Most people would agree that if there is a significant threat to human
health or safety then not to take action would be unethical and in a biological sense non-adaptive. It also seems that
action should be valid if there is a threat to existing wildlife or habitat. There is little doubt about the problems caused
by high densities of sika in Dorset and our countryside is probably much better off for not having musk rat or coypu.
Difficulties will remain with intermediate cases such as species that are partially established or are seen as a problem by
some section of society and not by others. It should also be recognised that
conservation cannot be achieved without management and that there will be conflicts
because actions to benefit one species will almost inevitably disadvantage another.
What of course is important is the quality and extent of the evidence base, ‘culls’
purely for public relations should not be acceptable.
Main Sources.
The History of British Mammals Derek Yalden

Poyser Natural History

Extinctions and Invasions. A Social Historyof British Fauna
Terry O’Connor & Naomi Sykes Eds. Windgather Press.
Silent Fields The long decline of a nation’s wildlife Roger Lovegrove Oxford.
An Environmental History of Wildlife in England 1650-1950 Tom Williamson Bloomsbury

John Mackintosh
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Foxes are almost as controversial as badgers, love or hate them, even in some
conservation circles foxes are considered a pest, but is that rightly or wrongly?
I am slightly biased towards foxes having spent my childhood and adulthood
rescuing and rehabilitating these glorious mammals. Once you get to know foxes,
all the myths disappear and you are treated to an insight into the clever ingenious
world of the fox, foxes are not ‘sly’ or ‘cunning’, they are often cautious and have
been made resilient in order to survive, because of mankind.
The fox is hated in some circles, they are subject to shooting, gassing, poisoning,
snaring, trapping, terriers, lurchers, and horse and hounds. But despite this they
are still here and still strong. It is well known there has been a slight decrease in
numbers of the country fox and an increase in town and city foxes, being the same
species, Vulpes vulpes just in different habitats. They have adapted to cope well with different situations, ranges,
habitats and foods. This is what is so special about a fox, the ability to survive all that is thrown to it.
So why can’t we live with foxes? I was talking to Chris Packham (name dropping!) about
the fox, a species he too is very affectionate about and he put it into to context for me:
people around the world live with their children and family members being eaten by lions,
tigers, sharks & crocodiles, yet we in the UK cannot live with a meagre fox, (smaller than
most average dogs in size)! We hunted brown bear and wolf from these shores, but why
is it the fox remains with its dry smile, despite all that is done to it? It is this that makes
the fox exceptional for me. If it had fingers it would put two up, to mankind, I’m sure it
would, but not everyone is bad to foxes. I, among with many numerous others, relish
that chance encounter with foxes in the wild and also obtain great pleasure from
rehabilitating and releasing these animals (which is certainly controversial to say the least
for a farmer’s son, living in the countryside). Is it that
this animal is so bad? NO, go and watch and study foxes you will soon see.
As a boy I would always be distracted by foxes (probably still am), we were lucky
to have some semi-tame ones over the years on the farm. Some were orphans
hand reared and did not want to go, but they were never fully tame like a dog. A
few stories spring to mind; when working in the farm workshop I never could
concentrate on what dad was teaching me and that was partly down to not having
much patience and being distracted by wildlife, such as a blackbird feeding chicks
on the nest in the roof or as on a few occasions, a fox in the workshop!
On other occasions you would have to wait to use the tractor until the fox had
woken up, you see he would often sleep on it and we soon realised that part of
the tractor attraction for the fox was in fact the straw filled sack on the seat, which
would sometimes contain a wood mouse!
So I learnt we can live with foxes and although biased in my view from my close
encounters with foxes, I have learned the hard way too. Foxes have had me
picking up our own dead chickens and ducks, but I always realised it was my fault
they were allowed to kill and not the foxes! So whatever your view of this native
mammal, please remember they are just doing what they need to do to survive.
Tris Pearce
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Having been used to fewer than 20 species of bat in Britain, it was an amazing experience to go to Trinidad, in
March 2015 and assist in recording over 35 species within a fortnight – and in such numbers! I don’t believe that
I will ever see as many individual bats in England as I saw in Trinidad that fortnight.
The annual Trinibats trip has been organised by Daniel Hargreaves and Geoffrey Gomes since 2010 with the aim to raise
awareness about the 70 recorded species on the island. This form of ecotourism also raises money for ongoing research
and equipment in the Country. Whilst in the UK all our bat species and their roosts are protected, in Trinidad sadly the
bats– all bats- are classified as vermin along with rats and the mongoose. So it is quite legal to get rid of them. The
ultimate aim of Trinibats is to alter public and government perception and alter the legislation. There are many
misconceptions as a result of folklore about bats and many people I talked to were unaware that there was more than
one species of bat, let alone 70 on the island! Much public perception is that all Trinidad bats carry rabies- not the case.
There is a lot of work to do.
I travelled to Trinidad with a friend, Dot, a few days before the actual expedition in order to acclimatise to the temperature
and humidity and to do a little sight-seeing. We arrived early evening and in the taxi to the hotel saw at least 30 bats
around the trees just outside the city of Port of Spain boundary. These were clearly so much larger than our usual
pipistrelles and I could even use a new baton detector to monitor their calls whilst moving quite fast in the vehicle. I
was sure we would have a batty holiday!
Dot and I went on a hike up into the mountains to see a waterfall, the Angel Falls, a breathtaking cascade at over 300m.
I was impressed to see bats out in the daytime flying along the huge bamboo corridors and between the huge jungle
trees. Clearly under the canopy there is less opportunity of predation.
Unfortunately there are areas of the jungle rain forest under risk of development. The vast plantations developed in
colonial days are mainly overgrown and neglected now as Trinidad has an oil based economy resulting in giant coffee
trees and bamboos from China growing in rain forest conditions. Development for tourism is a distinct threat along the
northern coastline.

Approach to cave to the west of
Las Cuevas bay

Turtle tracks on beach

We were very fortunate to be invited to work with a volunteer team who
go out each evening between March and September tagging and
recording the leatherback turtles and the endangered green turtle at Las
Cuevas. These fantastic reptiles are worth a mention as they are so
impressive up close! They do not seem so large on television! (No
pictures –sorry- whilst bats may be of little significance to the average
Trinidadian, the turtles are highly protected and photography at night is
forbidden). Whilst we were out late at night we were buzzed by three
large bats flying low over the sand and sea. These were Greater fishing
bats Noctilio leparinus, and were very distinct by their huge size compared
to British bats and musky fishy smell when flying past even at some
distance. Next day we found the maternity roost in a cave to the
west of the bay.
Locals informed us
the cave is used for
certain very old ritual
ceremonies
associated with fertility
and male virility...
The approach was
through the sea, so
we were not too
keen to enter, the
swell was fearsome.
… and more turtle tracks with black headed vultures clearing up the eggs
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We found smaller bats in caves along the coast as well as in the mountain
and not only in small crevices as would be typical at home. So by the
time we joined the expedition properly we felt quite excited about the
prospect of learning more.
There are nine known families of
bats in Trinidad.
The main
families in the New World include
sac winged bats, the leaf-nosed
bats, (most diverse and frequent),
leaf–chinned bats, fishing bats,
thumbless
bats,
funnel-eared
bats, disk-winged bats, free-tailed
bats and vesper bats (also found in
Europe). The leaf nosed bats are the most diverse family in the New World (i.e.
the Southern Americas), with insectivorous gleaners and carnivores which will
take birds, small mammals and reptiles; to the vampire bats, adapted to suck
up blood of either cattle or chicken. Other members of the leaf-nosed bat family
are omnivorous, fruit eating, pollen or nectar eating.
My aim was to see at least one of the two species of vampire bat!

Bat in cave on beach

The bat species we were
looking for in particular
was the proboscis bat,
Rhynchonycteris
naso
which roosts beneath tree
branches
overhanging
waterways in the swamp.
These are very well
camouflaged
and
are
normally found in colonies of about ten individuals comprising a
male with his harem and young. It was fascinating to see them
positioned with seeming precision at set distances from each
other and then an unexplained behaviour, they start gently
swaying and rocking. These are members of the so called ‘sacwinged bats’. The males have a
small pouch on their wing membranes which get filled with genital fluids aimed to attract
the females.
Our daily routine was pretty varied, with visits to known bat roost sites followed by
monitoring and trapping bats with mist nets or harp traps each evening.
We travelled north east to the Grand Riviere
where we saw more turtles and a tree roost
of little yellow shouldered bat Sturnura
lilium). From here we travelled to the Nariva
swamp. We will all remember the evening for
the huge number of insects, no one was left
un-bitten even though we were wearing
insect proof netting over our heads and
bodies. But for me there were two highlights.
We set up three mist netting stations. I was
situated furthest into the woodland and was
on my own when there was a flurry of bat
Harp trapping up a mountain side outside
activity and I had to get three bats quickly out of the net. Two escaped before
a cave entrance
I could reach them, but I bagged one and took it back to the recording station
having let down the nets so no more bats got trapped. Now, I wear glasses for
distance, and have to take them off to read, and these days am struggling to see close up without reading or magnifying
glasses, so I was rather challenged removing the fine netting from feisty bats the size of your hand – particularly in the
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Proboscis bat Rhynchonycteris naso

Our first voyage was into the Caroni
mangrove swamp in a flat bottomed
boat. As well as bats we hoped to see
silky anteater, but whilst the later has
been seen other years, we were out of
luck. However the crabs, snakes and
bird species easily made up for this. Red
Ibis, white ibis and blue heron all in one
photo shot... brilliant.
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dark, in sweaty, insecty and pretty hostile conditions. I was aware the bat
was doing a good job of biting through a thick
pair of leather gloves, but was quite amazed to
find out that my bat was a male common
vampire bat, Desmonus rotundus.

A troupe of capuchin monkeys
passed overhead just before
dusk. Their party trick was to
drop stuff on us, mainly poop.

This bat has a grooved chin to assist with the
sucking up of blood and the thumbs are very
long with two pads which are adaptations to
assist with holding onto cattle. Whilst mating
can occur any time of the year, only one young
is born as they have a seven month gestation
period.

The sheer variety of
roost sites for
numerous bat
species in the
swamp was
amazing, including
inside termite
nests, tent making
bats, bats in leaf
furls.

We recorded common vampire bats again at a disused military unit. This
time the roost was a maternity roost with young. Females will regurgitate blood to feed other females
in the colony, and a lot of blood can accumulate under the colony. I am pleased to say that they did not
smell as dreadful as I had been lead to believe. TV can be misleading.
We found the second species of vampire bat, the white winged vampire in a huge hollow tree. This tree
hollow is large enough to allow four people to stand comfortably in. This is an incredible hollow tree which supports four
species of bats.
The ultimate batty highlight of the fortnight was the recording
of the largest of the leaf nosed bats, the spectral bat- badly
named the false vampire bat (Vampyrum spectrum). This was
handled with VERY thick gloves and a
huge amount of respect. The female
was radio tagged and a band of more
determined enthusiasts tracked her
over a number of days back to a tree
roost. Several adults were observed
Bats were even present on the outside of
and recorded on film eating a rodent of
a log cabin at one place we stayed.
some kind!
We visited two large caverns over the fortnight. These large caverns in constructed in the
limestone rock opened into huge underground roost areas for literally thousands of bats. It was
an incredible experience– astonishingly beautiful and quite intense, being pooped and weed on
by so many bats- wearing a hat was most important!
Not for the faint hearted!

False vampire bat- or spectrum bat, Vampyrum

Dan caught bats to show us the
spectrum. Please note that in this picture the bat
characteristic features.
Typical
is being held in gloves whist being touched gently
cave bats include leaf-nosed bat
by another handler.
species such as Gervais’s fruiteating bat Artibeus cinereus and the sword
nosed bat.

Bats in flight and at rest making
the most of the intricate geology

Maternity colony in the cave system
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Sword nosed bat Lonchorhina aurita.
This bat has to have the most
spectacular leaf nose!
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Notice how large these bats are? Having handled these bats I am now
far more confident with British bats!
Typical bats found in the cave system
were the ghost-faced bat Marmoops
megalophylla, a member of the leafchinned bats and Davy’s naked-backed bat
Pteronotus davyi which forages close to
the ground, living off moths and earwigs
Daytime site visits included a disused rail
tunnel which was used for transportation of
sugar. This attracts visitors due to the large
numbers of bats.
Along with the bats the tunnel supports a
huge number of cockroaches.

Davy’s naked-backed bat
Pteronotus davyi

We visited the final cave system on our last evening. A hot sweaty hike up a steep slope,
squirming through squeezes into cathedral like spaces full of giant stalactites and stalagmites.
And whilst we saw at least 5 species of bats in great numbers- 1000s, the final spectacle was
watching them emerge at dusk– a long moment of awe and wonder.

And finally…. No Trinidad article
would be complete without a
picture of a hummingbird!

Peta Marshall
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The Adventures of Doug Allan

by Hannah Farley
Photos- Doug Allan

Recently I was lucky enough to listen to the chilly tales from the life and career of Doug Allan. Having a
vague knowledge of the sort of work he had done in the past from watching the cameraman diaries at the end
of programs such as Frozen Planet and Planet Earth, I booked to see his talk at The Place, Oakengates thinking it would
be interesting viewing. I was not disappointed.
Doug is a small man with a raspy Scottish accent with one hell of a life story. He is a
keen ice diver and lover of all things cold. His specialism in Arctic and Antarctic birds
and marine mammals such as polar bears, penguins, whales and seals made him a
valuable tool for wildlife film makers. Early on in his career whilst working for the
British Antarctic Survey, Doug showed a team from the BBC around the Antarctic
imparting his knowledge of the ice and animal hangouts. It just so happened a man
you all may know named Sir David Attenborough was with this team. He was so
amazed with Doug’s knowledge of this unforgiving landscape
Doug’s book- selling well on
and the creatures that lived there that he encouraged him to
his two Shropshire dates at
take up film making and later got him a job.
Ludlow & Oakengates.

I sat and listened to Doug’s stories of wildlife encounters and filming trips green with jealousy. The one story which I
will always remember from that evening and have already retold to many people was an answer to this question,
asked by a member of the audience “What is the most dangerous situation you have been in?” After hearing his talk
and seeing some of his films and pictures this conjured up images of too close for comfort encounters with polar bears
or killer whales mistaking him for lunch but the answer was far more obscure and interesting. Doug was kitted up with
a drysuit and snorkel, filming sleeping seals bobbing vertically on the surface in the Arctic. After little while trying to
get some good footage in the water Doug suddenly felt an unusual hug from behind as a huge pair of flippers grabbed
him round the waist. The culprit of this soggy hug then appeared under his armpit- a huge male walrus head peered up
at him. Acting on gut reaction, Doug had no hands free because of the huge camera he was wielding, the only option
was to bash the walrus over the head with the camera and hope for the best. To his luck it worked and the walrus
swam off. Later on when chatting to a local Inuit about his days filming and his walrus hug he was enlightened to the
fact that sleeping seals were the main prey for walrus at that time of year. The walrus sneaks up on the seal then
grabs it from behind holding its flippers down tight with a hug so it can’t get away. Then the scary bit- it then sucks
the seal’s brains out with its super strong jaw to kill it. After this, Doug and the Inuit realised how lucky he was that
the walrus had grabbed him round the waist and not the arms or he would have never been seen again!
After hearing all these stories I was inspired and determined to talk to him more and was lucky enough to for quite a
while afterwards, being a keen diver and amateur underwater Go
pro photographer myself this was how I started the conversation
getting hints and tips from an expert. If Doug happens to pop by
this way again I would highly recommend giving up an evening to
sit and listen to his mesmerising tales.

It could all have gone
very badly wrong at
this point….

Hannah Farley
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by Anthony Caravaggi

Saturday the 21st of November was a banner day for anyone interested in the conservation of our favourite
prickly mammals, hedgehogs. The Day of the Hedgehog, an event held in Telford International Centre by the
British Hedgehog Preservation Society and the People’s Trust for Endangered Species, was full of talks from
experts and scientists, as well as a large number of tables from which people sold hedgehog-related wares and
encouraged membership of their very worthy organisations, including, of course, the Shropshire Mammal Group.
Hedgehogs aren’t rare in the UK – there are still around one million of them trundling around. But that’s a fraction of
the historic population. UK hedgehogs have declined by over 95% since the 1950s due to a number of factors, including,
but not restricted to, habitat fragmentation and changes in land management.
I was attending the event both out of a passion for nature and conservation, and as a soon-to-be post-doctoral researcher
looking for opportunities to contribute to the conservation of UK species. I was
hoping to see familiar faces, meet new and interesting people, and learn more about
the issues which face hedgehogs in the UK, and I wasn’t disappointed.
The event itself was superbly organised and thoroughly enjoyable. The inimitable
Hugh Warwick was our predictably entertaining and engaging facilitator. Speakers
ranged from academics such as the hugely experienced Dr Pat Morris, a wonderful
orator with a long history in hedgehog ecology and conservation and whose book I
really ought to have owned some time ago, and Dr Phil Baker, whose call for more
contemporary data to identify recent population trends was certainly welcomed, to
Becky Walton and Henry Johnson who are involved with the Hedgehog Street
project (http://www.hedgehogstreet.org/).
Hedgehog conservation is clearly gaining traction in the UK and indeed, the number
of projects which are successful in sourcing volunteers from amongst the general
public is encouraging. The event itself garnered a great deal of attention both from
mainstream and social media which can only be beneficial. One of the
most repeated conclusions from many studies presented was that hedgehogs are
increasingly avoiding agricultural fields which are increasingly unsuitable, and favouring
gardens, villages, & urban areas. So if you’ve a garden, do consider making it hedgehogfriendly (or indeed, wildlife-friendly) and help improve the lot of one of our most iconic
and charismatic mammals.
If you’re au-fait with social media, I encourage you to search for the hashtag #hogcon15
on Twitter where you’ll find relevant tweets from several attendees. If you’ve seen a
hedgehog, do log your sighting at http://bighedgehogmap.org/.

Anthony Caravaggi
Twitter: @thonoir
http://www.arcaravaggi.co.uk
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Words and pics by Tim Preston

On October 16th 2015 we held our first small mammal survey on Dothill Local Nature Reserve. Shropshire
Mammal Group, Ricoh Eco-Ninjas and the Friends of Dothill LNR all assembled
in a very dark field on the edge of the proposed reserve.

The same intrepid group of attendees reconvened
with an early morning start on the Saturday am. Hardly able to contain our
excitement we wandered back across the field looking for our little cane masts with
the red tape on top which we used as markers for the trap locations.

We began foraging in the undergrowth
and lifting our traps. It wasn’t too
long before we had our first result, a
wood mouse! Our overall success
rate was just under 17%. Out of the
30 traps we caught and released 4
wood mice and a solitary bank vole.
The Saturday morning was extremely
informative, interesting and gave us a minor
insight into a world beneath the undergrowth. A quick site tour also
revealed that there is not only potential habitat for harvest mice but also
plenty of hazel to sustain dormice. Other observations on the day also
showed evidence of moles, foxes, and grey squirrels.
This is the first time we have conducted a survey of this kind on Dothill LNR
and hopefully it will not be the last. These records will help to ensure that
this environment remains for future generations to enjoy. Why not join our
community on Facebook, Dothill Local Nature Reserve or follow us on Twitter
@dothilllnr.
Many thanks to Stuart Edmunds and Ricoh for the use
of traps, this made the survey possible.

From left: Stuart Mapp; famous
bloke off tele; Sarah Whyle; Andy
Whyle; Mike Hughes; Neil Nash;
Derek Hammond

Tim Preston, Friends of Dothill LNR

Grey squirrel Sciurus carolinensis

Bank vole Myodes glareolus

Wood mouse Apodemus sylvaticus

This was the first experience of mammal
trapping that many of us had had. Stuart
Edmunds was a fountain of knowledge and was
happily answering all questions directed at him.
We continued to lay 30 traps around the edge
of the field in brambles and under hedgerows.
The traps were baited with apples, raisins,
mealworms and casters. The traps were then left
overnight.
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Hares in November
Poem and photographs by Andrew Fusek Peters
(First posted to Facebook in November)

Crows are conjuring the dusk.
The moon’s a bitten bit of rusk.
Buzzard sings her mewing cry,
Prowling, feathered cat-of-sky
And there among the winter beet
I’m given grace, a priceless treat
For tired, telescopic eyes:
Two hares, and then to my surprise
Like a midnight striking hand,
Male and female, upright stand
Then push out paws, begin to fight,
A furry flash of grey and white,
Such a bold and brave display
As on hind legs they swerve and sway,
Ears stuck up like lollipops,
I breathe too loud, the battle stops.
They turn to statues cut from bark.
I blink. They sprint into the dark,
Leaving me to simply stare
At a dream no longer there.
Oh what delights this world unlocks
To let me see two hares that box.

Finest nature poetry couplet, ever. Ric

Andrew Fusek Peters
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Canine Cranial Conundrums: Tales of big old dog skulls

by Ric Morris

with Tris Pearce & thanks to Richard Lewis, Richard Lawrence, Melanie Gould, as well as the anonymous skull-hunter of Craven Arms

During the autumn of 2014 I spent numerous afternoons over a period of weeks standing in a supermarket foyer
in Craven Arms, membership recruiting for Shropshire Wildlife Trust. From time to time a slightly wild and
weather-beaten chap with a bit of a limp would call by the entrance to make conversation. As ever the skulls I have on
display would attract his attention but as the gentleman concerned was often enjoying a tiny damp roll-up, our chatting
would take place just outside the store’s entrance. Eventually the rollie would extinguish itself, he would come in to do
some shopping and I would see him again the next time I was on duty.
One dark Saturday afternoon in late November he arrived with a couple of very exuberant small boys who were bubbling
to tell me that their father had found a dog skull under a hedge for them! The chap was evidently savouring the boys’
story just as much as his roll-up, and I got a sketchy impression of the skull being found as they were walking their own
dog. He tried to tell me exactly where it had been found, but being vague on the local landmarks of the hills, lanes and
fields around Stokesay, I couldn’t be sure exactly where this was. After a while they drifted off, with a final call to say
he’d bring the skull to show me sometime. I was reasonably envious, as ever, but that day was to be my last at the
supermarket for the present, so I thought it might be weeks, if ever, before I ever saw the skull.
However that very afternoon as dusk fell, one of the lads came rushing towards me out of the drizzling gloom. ‘Dad’s
got the skull!’ My heart leapt; I looked around and there was my chat buddy approaching me with a battered carrier
bag, a big grin and his trademark roll-up.

Craven Arms dog skull. Pics: Ric

Removing the skull and jaws from the bag I could immediately see that it had been
a strong, powerful animal, with a wide forehead and cheekbones set, a stubby muzzle
and a pronounced ‘stop’ between the eyes; that point where the horizontal(ish) line
of the top of the muzzle sweeps upward through a near right-angle to form the profile
of the top of the cranium. Smaller canids such as foxes have practically no angle to
the stop, but something like a bulldog or boxer might be much more pronounced.
The skull still had a very brown, stained patina to the bone, with a number of streaks
and blotches of white around the tooth rows. As ever, he asked what breed the dog
had been during its life. Not being a dog owner, the anatomic subtleties of pedigree
dogs and crosses are unfortunately a mystery to me, and I never feel especially
confident about answering that one. I would expect a boxer or bulldog skull to
It’s difficult to avoid the unpleasant
exhibit a more pronounced underbite, so we agreed that it was likely to be some
speculation that there’s been some
sort of mastiff or mastiff cross. To my mild disquiet, my chum told me that all the
sinister animal welfare issue, when a big
loose teeth had been secured in their sockets with the well-known DIY product No
powerful animal likely to have been a
working dog or domestic pet ends up
More Nails, and the mandibles themselves had been similarly aligned, glued and
rotting to a heap of bones under a hedge…
clamped. Not my own first choice as a bone repair product, but who was I to criticize
when the two lads were still fizzing with excitement and describing how proudly the
skull sat on the bedroom windowsill. I asked to take a series of photographs,
unfortunately with no scale other than my own hand, and within five minutes the family
were returning home in the drizzle with their beloved prize.
In July 2015, another gentleman approached my SWT stall and looked intently at my
ever-present skulls. Introducing himself as Richard Lewis, he explained that he too had
been a skull collector in the past (you would be amazed at how often this happens!) and
still had numerous skulls from his childhood through to more recent finds. He paid
particular interest to my fox skull and a fairly new-to-me dog that had recently been
gifted to me by fellow SMG member Peta Marshall. When asked the inevitable breed
question, I explained that its donor (Peta) had not known the dog during its lifetime, but in casting a knowing eye over
the skull I could only say a) that due to teeth wear it was probably a fairly elderly dog; b) that it probably needed a
degree of veterinary or dental care as that there was some bone perforation in the right maxilla bone, speculatively due
to gum disease; and c) it may have suffered a fractured skull within a year or two of death, as there was a clearly premortem crack in the right frontal bone above the orbit, possibly as a result of a blow, or maybe the animal had even
been struck by a car. Richard then went on to explain that during a drought around 15 years ago, he had been walking
along the shores of a temporarily dried-out lake near Newport, Shropshire. He had spotted a skull half buried in the
mud of the bed, and stepped carefully out to try to recover it. Describing its condition to me, he explained that much of
the upper part of the skull was missing but the palate and tooth row which had been more deeply buried in the mud was
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much more complete. It did sound an interesting specimen, and as I was due to return to the same venue the following
day, we made a very tentative arrangement for him to visit again with the skull.

Richard Lewis’s mystery
wolf-like dog skull.
Pics: Ric

To my delight, that happened as arranged and Richard showed me a very fragile, degraded skull which was obviously
extremely old. As expected there was very little left of the upper part; no mandible; but a set of large powerful teeth
which suggested a very big dog. He believed the lake was a very ancient one, and obviously the skull had been in the
mud for a very long time; so inevitably the idea was broached that it may be a wolf skull.

Wikipedia suggests that ‘The wolf is generally thought to have become extinct in England during the reign of Henry
VII (1485–1509), or at least very rare’. So this would be a very old wolf indeed, but who knows what may be safely
preserved in lake-bed mud and for how long? With Richard’s blessing the photos went onto Facebook and via the miracles
of t’internet I was soon contacted by Facebook user Richard Lawrence, a chap
who has an encyclopedic knowledge of bones somewhat greater than my own.
He advised me to look at the fourth upper premolar, or carnassial
tooth, and to measure its length.
So the carnassial tooth of Mr Lewis’s
suspected wolf skull came in at just a
comparatively weedy 19mm, thus making
the skull unquestionably that of a dog. But
when the photographs were cross-posted to
bone collector groups elsewhere on
Facebook, there was a rush of enthusiasm
from American collectors impressed by its
battered appearance and history. One or
two offers of purchase were made, partly
in jest, but as Richard Lewis is not a
Facebook user, they were not pursued
and he still has the skull in his own
collection!

Pics: Tris

I had a chance to use the carnassial
tooth tip again in October this year
when my friend and regular newsletter contributor
Tris Pearce Facebook messaged me (left).
Tris takes up the story:
A request from Natural England came in for me to help with a badger sett in the
West Midlands that had collapsed a wall and re-instatement of the wall was
required. A licence to excavate a trench in the sett was granted and we began
digging. Many glass bottles and old broken pottery were discovered [a midden,
or perhaps a 19th century dump?] and then a mammal skull was noted. This was
large, and definitely canine. I hoped it was wolf (in my dreams!*) but it was a
large dog, as eventually confirmed by SMG’s own bone guru, Ric Maurice, who
now has the said skull.
Tris Pearce

Inside the sett.
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This exciting new skull required
a good soak to deal with the
mud of probably several
decades, and as Tris has
explained above, I confirmed it
as a domestic dog thanks to
the carnassial tooth
measurement of just 22.3mm.
It is an enormous skull,
234mm x 110mm, and much
more complete than Richard
Lewis’s lakebed find- mine is
longer but narrower- Richard’s
dog was 225mm long x
125mm wide across the
cheekbones.

A canid skull of this size and
magnificence was considerably
bigger than any other I have in
my collection, and so having
considered the tantalizing possibility that it was approximately wolf sized, I admit I was very curious to compare this
against a true wolf skull. And here is the result of that match-up, with thanks to my skull collecting friend & naturalist
Melanie Gould (@Melaniegbones) who owns this wolf specimen.

The wolf is the whiter skull on the top of both these images, of course, and at a glance can be seen its much wider
cheek-bones, wider brain-case and more pronounced sagittal crest. You’ll also see that the palate is much broader,
but very unfortunately this skull does not have the all-important fourth upper premolar- the carnassial tooth which
Richard Lawrence identified as a significant indicator. So as far as measuring up that comparison is concerned, it’ll
have to wait until I can locate another wolf skull for examination!
Ric Morris
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Corporate Members of Shropshire Mammal Group
…and Membership Matters!

by Malcolm Monie, Membership Secretary

Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support.
Pearce Environment Ltd
Whitchurch Community Water Vole Project
Shropshire Wildlife Trust - Ellesmere Branch
Ricoh Ltd
Keith Roberts and Son, Lower Wallop Farm
Meres and Mosses Landscape Partnership Scheme / Nature Improvement Area
The National Trust (Cardingmill Valley)
The British Hedgehog Preservation Society
In 2015, SMG's membership has once again climbed over the 100 mark. There are currently 107 members including 7 Juniors [under
18]. In addition, we have a total of 6 fully-paid-up Corporate members [There are two on the above list, plus one other which is not
listed, whom our records show are a little in arrears, so please treat this as a gentle reminder to check!] Corporate Members pay a
higher subscription, but have their support recognised on the website and in this newsletter.
A significant and exciting development this year has been the growth of the dual membership scheme with The Mammal Society [TMS]
whereby the SMG membership in effect becomes free. There are now 38 dual members split roughly 50:50 as whether they joined via
SMG or TMS. If there is anyone else out there who belongs to TMS but hasn't told us, please let us know.
Dual members will renew their SMG subscription at the same time as the one for TMS and anyone who has joined SMG only during
2015 will also renew in the anniversary month of first joining. Those of you who are just SMG members and joined before this year will
continue to renew in January and can do so at the AGM. Email reminders will be sent out in due course. Dual members who pay via
TMS will get reminders from them.
Malcolm Monie

The Mammal Society's 62nd Spring Conference & AGM
Our 62nd Spring Conference will take place from 19:00 hrs Friday April 8 2016, to 16:30 hrs Sunday, April 10,
2016, at Yarnfield Park Training & Conference Centre, Staffordshire ST15 0NL. It will act as a forum for mammal
experts and enthusiasts to meet in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere to hear the results of new research,
discuss contemporary issues in conservation and network with other like-minded people.
On the Friday evening from 7pm there will be a chance to view the winners from the Mammal Photographer of the
Year, followed by the prize-giving. The prestigious Cranbrook lecture, this year delivered by Jonathan Reynolds, will be
held at 8pm. This lecture is a free event and is open to the public.
Jonathan Reynolds wanted to be a biologist from the age of 6; growing up in London he felt restricted and 'escaped'
to Durham University. At Durham, Jonathan was inspired by the staff who condemned him to a life of 'poverty and
trouble'. He embarked on the only PhD on offer at that time, which was the interactions between red and grey
squirrels. Three years of post-doc work were to follow, with experiences gained in Finland, Sweden and Denmark.
Jonathan returned to the UK in 1985 to work for the Game Conservancy Trust on a three year project, his first and last
job. Three years suddenly became 30 years. Species studied have included squirrels, foxes, hares, roe deer, mink,
stoats, hedgehogs, gamekeepers, civil servants, the aristocracy and politicians!
The scientific sessions are opened with the Keynote Lecture on the Saturday morning, followed by further fascinating
presentations over two days. Join the gala dinner on Saturday evening to mingle, relax and enjoy our fun raffle and
quiz.
Prices
Full weekend package- Mammal Society members £250/Non-members £295**
Restricted weekend package- Members £210/Non-members £260
Day delegate- Members £80/Non-members £110
Gala dinner-£35
**To assist members in spreading the cost of attendance the Mammal Society is offering the option to pay for attendance over 3
monthly payments (the final payment being made in February 2016). Please contact Jackie at the Mammal Society for more details
on 020380010984 or email training@themammalsociety.org. A Go Cardless account is required to pay monthly, please set up an
account first.
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from the SMG Committee

Shropshire Seasons from the Skies
(SWT Ellesmere branch event open to non-SWT-members)
When? Thursday 7th January 2016
Where? Ellesmere Town Hall. £2 entrance fee for SWT members, all welcome.
Description: Not a mammal talk, but as SWT Ellesmere branch is one of our corporate members it may be of
interest. Ric Morris fuses his love of hot air ballooning and the Shropshire landscape in an all-seasons presentation of
aerial views.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Shropshire Mammal Group AGM and Talks – ALL WELCOME!
When? Saturday 16th January 2016 – 10:30 am
Where? Preston Montford Field Studies Centre, Montford Bridge, Shrewsbury, SY4 1DX
Description: There will be 30 minutes for business matters, followed by three short talks
from committee members on bones, mammal records and of course, pine martens.

Confessions of a Teenage Skull Collector
When? Wednesday 29 March 2016, 7:30 for 8pm start
Where? Bishop’s Castle Town Hall SY11 1LF. £3.50 in advance or on the door.
Description: Ric Morris offers advice on the study of mammal and bird bones with a few tall tales from his
embarrassing teenage years, to include the Trafalgar Square Pigeon Incident and the true story of Shergar’s skull.
______________________________________________________________________________________

The Mammal Society's 62nd Spring Conference & AGM
When? Friday April 8th to Sunday April 10th 2016
Where? Yarnfield Park Training & Conference Centre, Staffordshire ST15 0NL.
Description: See page 23 for details of this exciting conference or visit www.mammal.org.uk
Incidentally as well as your ‘free’ SMG membership bundled with Mammal Society membership,
they are also offering a special deal for new joiners who can also purchase a reduced price
second membership. Ideal last minute gift!
_______________________________________________

Pine Marten Diaries
(SWT Market Drayton branch event open to non-SWT-members)
When? Wednesday 18th May 2016, time TBC
Where? Market Drayton- location TBC. Small entrance fee, all welcome.
Description: Stuart Edmunds talks about his favourite round-eared carnivore.
Dave Pearce

Watch this Facebook-shaped space for info on 2016 events and surveys!

And finally…

A couple of little updates. Andrew Barratt of Harper Adams reports several good conservation related contacts to the Harper Adams
Uni Conservation Society recently, but none has specifically mentioned being in response to reading Andrew’s Plea from Me in
SMGN24. If you have a project in mind for the Society please do get in touch with Andrew via ecobarrett@gmail.com. Andrew was
also to be glimpsed during the final Ford Hall Farm report in the Shropshire Countryfile episode on November 29th.
Richard Summers, the member who reported sighting red deer Geoff the Wrekin Warrior in his garden (see SMGN23
and 24) but was concerned about also seeing men with rifles in the area. He updates us: It’s been very quiet here
for weeks, not even footprints where I know they come in. I was becoming concerned but my good lady saw the dog
run into the garden on Monday [November 30th], there were two fallows. Good news. Here's a compilation from the
trail cams Stu lent me in the summer.
[ https://youtu.be/n203i6Tqqro ].
And some great hedgehog photos
to finish from Hannah Farley…..

Wow- what an incredible Newsletter- the biggest, and surely the best ever! Huge thanks to everyone who responded to my
pleas for copy and content. I’m really looking forward to seeing more fantastic articles like these in the future; let’s make
Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter the most exciting mammal group newsletter in the UK. See you all at the AGM on
January 16th, and have a great Christmas & New Year! ….Ric
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